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DIAGNOSE THIS
A recurrent lump on the hand
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A 32-year-old male presented with a 6-month 
history of a slowly expanding painful mass on 

the radial aspect of his right middle finger. The mass 
measured 1.5 x 1.0 cm with no irregularities in the 
overlying skin, neurovascular status, or joint range of 
motion. Radiographs were interpreted as showing an 
exostosis or osteochondroma.  The lesion was resected 
but recurred one year later.  A clinical photograph and 
plain x-ray are shown (Figure 1).

Choose the best answer after reviewing the figures:

A. The recurrent nature of this seemingly benign-looking 
lesion should alert the clinician to the possibility of metastatic 
disease
B. MRI is required to properly diagnose this lesion
C. A key finding of this lesion is its lack of medullary 
involvement
D. The lesion should be radiated prior to surgical excision
E. The painful presentation should alert the clinician to the 
possibility of malignancy

Figure 1. A photograph (A) and radiograph (B) of the right 
middle finger associated with a recurrent lump.
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After repeat resection, the diagnosis was revised to 
bizarre parosteal osteochondromatous proliferation 
(BPOP) due to its recurrent nature, progressive 
ossification of the lesion, and cortical irregularities of 
the middle phalanx adjacent to the lesion. The lesion 
recurred for a third time over the course of five years, 
reaching a size of 2.0 x 1.2 cm and involving the overlying 
skin.  Resection necessitated removal of overlying skin 
and soft tissue coverage with local finger flap. 

Occasionally referred to as Nora’s lesion after 
pathologist Dr. F. Nora who first described it in 1983,1 

BPOP is a rare benign fibro-osseous mass which arises 
from the periosteum and often presents in the hands 
and feet during the third and fourth decades of life. 
It affects the hands almost four times as often as the 
feet,2 though it has been described in the mandible as 
well as long bones.3 BPOP is often misdiagnosed as 
osteochondroma due to its similar gross appearance. 
However, BPOP differs from osteochondroma in that it 
does not have medullary continuity with the underlying 
bone and has a distinct blue colouration histological-
ly upon eosin-hematoxylin staining.4 An anatomical 
pathologist should examine all resected specimen. 
Nora’s lesions can also be distinguished from an osteo-
chondroma by its lack of cartilage cap; the periosteum 
demonstrates a bizarre mix of bone and fibrous tissue. 
In contrast, more organized normal bone pathology is 
found beneath the cartilage cap of an osteochondro-
ma. On physical examination, the lesion rarely causes 
any neurovascular disturbances and may or may not be 
associated with pain. Plain radiographs are sufficient 
for imaging.

Treatment is local surgical excision, even for 
recurrent lesions. There is no role for chemotherapy 

or radiation. Surgery should address the lesion, 
surrounding periosteum, and decortication of 
underlying bone, though there is no consensus on 
how wide margins should be.5 Ligament reconstruc-
tion should be performed if these are disturbed at the 
time of excision. Unfortunately, it has a markedly high 
frequency of recurrence, with up to 55% of patients 
reported to have at least one recurrence requiring repeat 
surgical excision.6 There have been no documented 
reports of metastasis or deaths from this lesion.
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Recurrent lump on handThe correct answer is C.


